Children’s
Quiz
‘A’ questions are easier ‘B’ questions are a little harder.
Do your best to receive a medal.

Follow the arrows to find the next item
1. Go through the entrance
door and find this vehicle.
A) How many wheels does
this vehicle have?
B) What is the name for a vehicle with
this many wheels?

2. Stand on the red cross and look up...
A) What can you see in the top of the
balloon?

B) The fabric part of the balloon is
called the envelope, can you see who
made this one?
3. Find the Blue Bentley.
A) Who owned this car?

B) Why was he famous?

*We endeavour to keep exhibits and sources of information in sequence with the question order.
Owing to operational reasons our objective may not always be achievable. Thank you for your understanding.

4. Search out this sign.
A) What company is it advertising?

B) What two products did they sell?

5. Hunt out the Jaguar.
A) This is an XK
Fixed Head Coupe (fill in the blank space)
B) What flag is on the side of this car?

6. Find the shoe repairer’s workshop.
A) Where was Mr Otway’s original shop?
B) Which company made his sewing
machine

7. Find the large red car.
A) This is an amphibious car it can drive on
and
B) How many amphicars were made?

I’m Happy the Oil Drop man ESSO used me to advertise their petrol
between 1945 and the mid 1960s
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Did you know . . .
Enamel advertising signs are made of
coloured powdered glass which is then
melted at high temperatures to fix it
to the metal backing

8. Search for this Citroen.
A) How many cc’s does the 2CV engine
have?
B) How long were 2CVs made for?

9. Travel to the Tractor.
A) What make of tractor is this?

B) What does WLA stand for?

10. Run along to the Red Car.
A) Which company manufactured this
car?
B) What job did the first owner of the car
have?
11. Find the Blue Mini.
A) How many speeds does the
automatic gearbox have?
B) How many miles has it done?
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12. Where is the Green Volvo?.
A) What year was this car built?

B) What safety feature did Volvo invent
and allowed other manufacturers to use?

13. Go up the stairs past the games to
find this bicycle.
A) What animal is carved into the front
of the frame?
B) Name two features modern bikes
have that this hasn’t got.
14. Walk through the white doors and
along the corridor to find the plane.
A) This plane was called a flying
B) In 1935 Henri Mignet flew his plane
from.

15. Scoot along to this Scooter.
A) Which World Super Bike team owned it
B) What year did they become WSB
Champions.

Did you know . . .
More than 30,000 Model H
motorcycles were built for World War I
Despatch Riders. Messages were also sent
by pigeon, telephone, radio, morse code
and semaphore flags
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16. Find this motorcycle Reg JAT 880.
A) How big is the engine?

B) How fast would it go?

17. Go back down the stairs, turn left
into the 1930’s garage to find the Morris.
A) How many windscreen wipers are
there?
B) How much did this car cost?

18. Find the Ford Capri.
A) How many owners has this car had?

B) Which company manufactured the
spot lamps?

19. Find this shiny metal car.
A) What film used a DeLorean as a
Time Machine?
B) What are the body panels made of?

Campbell
Bluebird
Exhibition

To find the rest of the answers, go with your
parent/guardian to the Campbell Exhibition,
which is out of the front doors, past the
caravan and 100m up the path.
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20. Find the replica of the 1935
Bluebird Car.
A) Who drove this record breaking
car?

B) How many years ago did he
break the 300mph record?

21. Find the blue Land-Rover.
A) Who used to own this Land-Rover?

B) What date was this vehicle first
registered?
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22. Find the all-blue replica of Donald
Campbell’s boat.
A) What is this record breaking boat
called?
B) How long was Donald Campbell’s
record breaking career?

23. Find the blue and silver boat.
A) What letter and number is on the
side of this boat?
B) What speed did Sir Malcolm reach
on Coniston water on the 19th August
1939?

here are a few examples of vehicle
badges we havve in the museum

How did you do?

Check your answers at
www.lakelandmotormuseum.co.uk/q
quiz
Don’t forget to collect your
D
S
Souveni
r Medallion from the
museum reception

Your turn...

...no
ow itt’’s your chance to draw
yourr own car or motorcycle badge
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